The principal tasks of the clinical electroencephalographer are to recognize particular waveforms of diagnostic significance, such as, for instance, spikes, sharp waves' delta waves, and to identify ttre titety location of their generators within the brain. The hrst of these, which is onl of pattern recognition, is relatively easy to learn, but the second is diffrcult and requiresan adequate understanding of some basic principles of physics and electrophysiology. Potential differences, in the brain as elsewhere, reflect it. ,.g.gation of etectricai charges at certain locations within a threedimensional body.-Although, generally speaking, the potential measured at some distance from an electrical charge J...yt with increasing distance according to a parabolic function, the situation is not as simjle as one might infer from this. Thus, it is not necessarily true that the potential (or the potential difference between two electrodes) generated by a neu-,on"l source is greater, the closer the measuring electrodes are to this source. The lack of a simple relationship between the size of a potential measured at a given point and the distanci of this point from the generator derives from the fact that the generaton of the EEG are not simple point-like charge accumulations, but have dipolar configurations (Bishop, 1949 : Br.ri.r, 1949 Li ei al., l956a,b; Spencer and Blnkhart, l96la,b; breutzieldtandHouchin, 1914; Kostopoulosetal., 1982; Gloor, 1983) . Moreimportantly, they are not even simple dipoles, but dipole layers that are convoluted (Bishop' 1949; Gloor et al., 1963; Calvet it al., 1964; Fourment et al., 1965; Vaughan, 1969 Vaughan, ' 1974 Vaughan, ,1982 Glooi, 1975; Ball et al.,1977a,D; Klee and Rall, t977) . Theirparticular geometry and orientation with regard to the exploring electrodes are-crucial determii*t, ofihe potential distribution within or ar the surface of the threedimensional body containing the generaror (Gloor et al., 1963; Calvet et al., 1964; Jami et al., 1968; Vaughan, 1969, I974; Gioor, 1975; Klee and Rall, 1977) . tn the daily practice of reading EEGs, often little attention is paid to these factors, and superficial conclusions are frequently drawn from EEG records, based on the erroneous notion that the electrode or the pair of electrodes at which the largest potential is recorded is closest to the area of brain containing the generator of that potential. This concept is often uncritically and indiscriminately applied to the reading of both monopolar (referential) recordings in which there is some, but only partial,justifrcation for this notion, and to bipolar recordings in which this concept is patently incorrect. [n orderto avoid such erroneous conclusions, the interpreter must possess some understanding of volume conductor principles. He must know how electrical fields on the scalp (or within the brain) result from corticd activity and how, starting from data provided by a traditional multichannel EEG recording, one may mentally construct an appropriate configuration and localization of the cerebral generator of the recorded potential.
There are a nlrmber of rigorous ways of treating the problem of volume conduction, and the mathematics involved can be quite diflicult. A thorough review of this subject has recently been published by Nunez (1981) and is an excellent source of information for anyone who wishes to penetrate more deeply into the quantitative aspects of the biophysics of EEG. A briefer mathematical treatment is given by lopes da Silva and van Ronerdem ( l9S2). The approach used in this review is based on applying the solid angle theorem of volume conductor theory (Woodbury, 1960) to EEG, a concept that is implicitly present, although not explicitly stated, in the treatment given this subject by Nunez (1981) . There are distinct advantages to applying the solid angle concept to cortical electrophysiology and EEG (Gloor et al., 1963; Calvet et al., 1964; Jami et al., 1968; Vaughan, 197 4; Gloor, 1975 ) , for it provides a conceptual framework that makes it possible to visualize cortical generators of EEG signals and the fields they produce three-dimensionally, without having to resort to complex mathematics.
The remainder ofthis review is divided into three main sections. Some readers may find it easier to initially skip the second selection entitled "The Solid Angle Concept Applied to Volume Conductor Theory" and read the third section first in which this concept is applied to clinical EEG. It is hoped that those who have elected to proceed in this fashion will be tempted to return to the second section, since it provides the neurophysiological and biophysical basis for the principles of localization in EEG presented in the third section.
THE GENERATORS OF THE EEG The Cortical Pyramidd Neuron as the Principd Unitary Generator of EEG Waves
It is now generally accepted that the principal generators of the EEG are cortical neurons, more pafticularly pyramidal neurons. (Bishop, |9491Creutzfeldt and Houchin, 1974; Balletal., 1977a,b; Gloor, 1983) . Agoodstartingpointforgainingabetterunderstanding of how these neuronal generators produce the signals recorded in the scalp EEG, therefore, is to determine the extracellular electrophysiological consequences of the synaptic excitation of a single cortical pyramidal neuron in response to an afferent (e.g., thalamocortical) volley that generates excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) at multiple synaptic contacts located, e.9., on the apical dentritic tree of such a neuron (Fig. 1 ). The consequence of such an excitation is a depolarization of the apical den- Elecrical field conforming to thst of a dipole created by thc syneptic cxcitation of a singlc cortical pyramidal neuron. It is assiimcd that thc neuron hrs been crcitcdby a saof cxcibtory ryrrapecr bc_atcd on itre apical dendrites. (Some thalamocordcel rficrcms would producc such a rccporuc.) Bccausc-of thc dcpolarization of the apieal dendritic membranc, this scgmcnr of thc ncuron bccomcs ertraccllulrdy electre negative with respeci !o thc soma and basal dendritos, whish bccomc elec-troposltivo. This eeus€! curllotto floi through rhe ixtraccllular mcdium as indicatcd by thc rolid lims with strcsr. Thc poa*id disuibutkrn within the volucnc conductor concsponding to this current flow ir pnrryed by ttrc iropotcntial surfrceg represented as dashed lines. Each isopotcntial surfacc repr.€eents thc gcomaric locry o{{l poinq that rc at ihe same potential. The isopotentiallurfaces intcrscct thb currcnt paths at right anglcs{tho &awingdocr not ..prosent this in an entirely accurate way). The isopotential surfrcx arc drawn at lcvelg rcprrarcd from .".h oth.r by potential difiercnccc of e+iat magnitudc (arbitrarily assumcd to bo .100 pV in thc drawing)-Note that ttri potentiat diffcrcqce moasured bctyccn points A and B, which are rclativaly rerintclromthc ercited cell, would measure 500 pV, while no potcntial differcnce would be measurcd bcnrean D and C, even though they are much closer to the excited ncuron.
dritic membrane, which becomes extracellularly electronegative with respect to the cell soma and the basal dendrites. This potential difrerence causes a current to flow through the volume conductor besreen a "source" represented by the nonexcited membrane of the soma and basal dendrites and the t'sink" located at the levcl of tho apical dendritic membrane sustaining the EPSPs, Some ofthis cunent takes the shortest route between the nonexcited and the excited segnent ofthe membra$e, but current also flows through more distant parts ofthe volume conductor, with current path,$ uking increasingly more remote, .o*ing routes as shown in Fig I by the solid lines with arrowlf. Evon though current density rapidly drops offwith increasing distance from its source, some curent'
at least theorctically, flows evcn through the most distant part of thg volume conductor' The eleetromotive forcc &iving thc .rri-".nt in the example pictured T Fig-I is the-rcsting membrane potentiat of thc *.i.iioa segment ofthe neuron, i.e., thc soma and basd dendrites. The extracellulr, .*ruii icpi.tlA in Fig. I , however, is only part of thc P"l current loop, *fri.n .fro has an intraceilulrr componcnt flowing along thc long axis of the ncurcn, urr.rr],i"tti r"itrrio thc dcndritic trunl" This intraccllular path canics tbc highest densrty "uoint, since its magnitudc is cquat o thc total, but much more dis' persed extracellui"r.urr.ot. Thc iui[.nnique lf magneoencephalography (MEG) (Cohen, 1972; Cuffrn and Cohcn, tgZg; Barth ct al', lgg2; Cohen and Cufrin' 1983) makcs use of the r"Jin"t int ac"ttota, curcnts are densest in thcsc sc8mcnts of corticd pyramidar n"u-;;;hi;h are orthogonalry oriented to the cortical surface (cuffrn and 'Coh.n, 197? ). If we make the assumption that the resistivity of cercbral tissue is homogencous (which is not ,t i;;;;5, it i, o"ry, from thc pancrn of cxtraeellular cuncnt flow dcpicrcd in Fis. l, io const*.t the conesponoog pettern of potential distribution within the volume conductor. The lines of current flo.r are intencctcd at right angles by lines representing rJa.r, on s,hich,h;Pot ",tal.is the samc cvcrywhero' Thcse arc callcd isopotentia surfaccs shown as aasrt annes in Fig l. Tbe convention, followedinthis figure, is to draw tii., ,uprurentitU itopotcntial ,orfaces at locations that arc separated by distances correspondingto "oti"g. oifrgrence^s of equal magnitudc (100 pv in Fig'  l ) . Thus, &e erectrical fieid **a-" single excited pyramid{ ncuron as portrayed in Fig. t assumcs the welr-known *"ng*"I"n of that oi'a dipole. Thc zero isopotential surface is locatcd halfway between tfr. p*fu and negative poles (representcd in this instancc UV ttre accgmulation of positive charges I mt physiologically quicscent se matic andbasal scgmentorue pviunidal ncuronalmembranc, andof negativccharges at its excited apicil dendritic scgmeng.. Thc zero-isopotcntid surface is thc only one that is flaB all tho others arc curyed and form a systcm of ecceirric eltipsoid surfaces' each locatcd within thc space enciccO by the nirt lower isopotcntid surfaec' As is evident from FigJ;iropotcntial surfacei are much closer to each othcr acroEs thc shortest distance that separater lrti positive {rm the negative charges than in thc rcgrons beyond .1,!f,r[ i.lJoo-oi,t o oporo. Bctwecn the two poles of the dipolc the potential th's chang* vcry rylov ."iin airtatric, whereas ersewhere in thc volumc conductor the p.tri,i"f gr.Oiunt is much less stcep.2
In speakingofanrr"itldpyramidar ncurcn as a"dipolc,"oncmustbcarinmindthat this is a metaphor. The nu*opttiriotoE t" "dipole"' is not identicel sith thet of tho physicisl A neuron is much too comptei a structure, when one takes into consideration the disuibution of electricar cnatgcs'r"inio and on the surface of the cell, that it could never be equatea *io the simpreihysicar concept of a dipole. Even though the dipole model of cortical electrogenesis has-bcenof enormous heuristic valuc in neurophysiol' "t ;;;;x has a rcsistivity of rcrs than hatf thrtof whitc mancr(Nuncz. t98l )' Ahtrough thir o somc exrcnt afrec. tbc configuradon of tncl-t;il.I frcldr within the brairt it has lialc cffcct on thc cxtra-I qi "l *t?: ,t tfi",,, . kcsp in mind thet t!9 figld {cnictcd i:.Fit l : as all oth* ficlds strown in rube equcm frF ures of this papcr, ponray rhc porcnrier distJurtiri n*laiting-orai ins tant oftime c.!"' in thc carc of Fig I' this may bc thc ,non,*i'."rr.n tho potmtiar'rcsJririg rrom qfic sumncd Epip: gcncrrtcdon thc apicd dc'' dritic trcc of thc pyrarnidrr ncuron r.ola'itr no*, oi, in thecase Jthc ficlds iltur'acd in Fiss' 5-l l' thc instant of timc mey bc thc pcar of an EEd;;. G *d rime, such frerds arc continuornly chutging;
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ogy, there are limits to its usefulness. The electricd lield created by the excitation of a neuron structured.like a pyramidal cell can easily bc modeled to conform to that of a dipole, because one single long axis dominates thc neuronal morphology, and synaptic contacts of different systems are segreg3ted in such a manner that mcmbranc potential changes tend to occur at or toward eithcr end of this clongated neuond element, depending on which class of synaptic inputs is being astivetcd. The dipole conaept, how--"er, is not casily adaptable to multipolarneurons ofthe type found in thc thdamus, the brainsrcm nuclei, and tho anterior horn of the spind cord (Iorente de N6, 1947; Rall, 1962; Klee and Rall, 19771 .
Sone Fundeoentat Prlnclplc of Volunc Conductor fLeory Derlvcd fton the lXpolc Conccpt of Cortlcd Eleetrojencck
Rcpresenting the dipole field of an cxcitcd singlc pyramidd neuron as shown in Fig. t is didagtically useful, for it illuminatcs somcfundamentd principles of volume conductor theory. The first of thesc is that whcn a potential difference is set up within a volume conductor, curents flow throughout its cntire extent. No partofit remains unafrectedCurrents are thus not restricted to the immcdiate neighborhood of the Spnerator, such ls, for instance, the pyramidal neuron of Fig. l , dthough they arc denscst there. This slrould comc as no iorpnise to an clegtroenccphrlogaphcr who hgs evcr reflcstcd on why an clectrocardiogram "artihct" can appcsr in a scdp EEG recording Obviously, curents generated by the cardiac dipole in the chcst flow through the hcad at a considerable distance from the location of the generator and can sct uP measurable potentid differcnces there. Another principle is that a potcntial differencc rccorded betrneen nro electrodes within a volume conductor dcpends more on thcir orientation with rcgard to the configrgation and orientation of the electricd fisld within it than on thc Proximity of the electrodes to the generator. Thus, a fairly targe pottotid would bc rccordcd bctween cleetrodes placed at pornts A and B in Fig I ( 500 pV in thc hypothcticd casc dcpictcd tberc), evcn though thcy are quite rcmde ftom th gCneratc, shcretl Eo potcntial would bc recorded betwccn clestrodes located at C and D, even though thcsc points are vcry close to the gencrator. This is bccause both C and D lie on thc same ioopdcntid surface, whereas A and B are locatcd et isopotcntiel surfaees that rre 500 ;lV "aptrt."
Agrin, such a situation ouglrt to be fgmiliar to an elcctnocncephdographen oftcn in bipolarrecordings an anteriortempord spike dischargc, forexantplc,may fail to appcar in the electrode linkage F7-T3 of the lG20 cleetrode systsm or msy only bc recorded there with a much smaller amplitude than in adjacent channcls, cvcn tbugft 11tse two scalp electrodes are closest to the gencr$or of the spike, tbe anteriortcmpord cortex-THE SOUD ANGLE CONCEPT APPLIED TO YOLUME CONDUCTOR THEORY
Beric PrinelPlcr
To understand how electrical potentids that are rccordablc on thc scalP can be generated by populations of pyramidat neurons of thc tlpe depictcd in Fig. l , it is uscful to introduce &e solid angle oonccpt ofvolume conductortheory. AccordingtoWmdbury FIG a Schcmatic rePrcscntltioo of thc-rclid angle principlcof volumcccxrtructioa: in rn infinitc homo' il;t mcdium thc potcntid mcrrurtd a grint P-is ;;;;;tr to tn sona tqCt n-*!f4 I P-!,v ihe neruivc. or at point P' to tlr rclid anglc o -suF
;J"h Pd Uy ttrc positivc surfrcc of tha dirk*hapcd6i;t"y*.
-tt rtf points faci4 drc rngativc sidc of tr,l Apo[ leycr, thc sigr of thc pccqti"! i negativc'
and ai all poinu facing its positivc sidc. it is positive' ( 1960), the potcntial P generated by a dipole layer in a volume conductor measurcd at *y point o,itrrio this coirductor is proportioryl qq. solid arulc subtendcd by thc dipoi.j"y", at the point of measurer.ni tFig. 2). This relationship can be exprcssed by the formule
where p is the potential measured at a given poin! in thc volume conductor, e is the potential across the dipole layer, an4 Ois the solid angle subtcnded by thc dipolc layer at point P. The relationship expressed in this formula applies to an iled mononolll (referential) recording io *iti.n-tn reference electrode is unaffected by the potcntid across the dipole layei (for practical purposes a rgference electrode at a large distance F.ro 16"t layei will suft:rcientty approximate this ideal situation). The solid angle concept is useful, because it is easil1sr.rp.9 intuitively. The visual anglc underwhichwe see objects is a famili"r.*"tnple oia rona anslg. W. are all aware that thc apparent size of an object, e.g., that of a talle top, depends both on the distance of the object and 9n the angle under which it is seen. the rare applies to 8 potentid generated by a dipole layer and measor.d by an exploring electrode. The measured potentid is independent of the detailed grot.ttit configuruion of the dipole layer, but only {epcnt on tE ..apparent size'ihen "seen" bi* electrode from a particular vantage point- Figure 2 also shows that the electricd sign of the poteruial measured at any point around the dipole layer depends on the electrical sign at the surface of the dipole layer facing the measuring electrode. Thus, in Fig. 2 , a negative potential (P-) is measured on the neg& tive, and a positive one (P+) on the positive side of the dipole layer'
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Application of the Solid Angle Principle to a Single Excitable Cell
Let us now apply this principle to potentials generated by a single excitable cell, such as a neuron. We shall subsequently extend it to a neuronal population, such as the pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex. It is a truism that no potential is measured around a quiescent excitable cell (neuron, nerve fiber, muscle frber). Aquiescent cell, however, has a membrane potential of about 60 0o 80 mV, the interior side of the membrane being electronegative to its external surface. Such a charged membrane can be regarded as a dipole layer made up of an almost infinite number of virtual dipoles arranged in parallel alongside each other. This situation, in terms of the solid angle theorem, can formally be depicted as in Fig. 3A3 taken from Woodbury (1960) . Since the quiescent cell has a membrane potential that at rest is equal over its entire surface, the exploring electrode at P outside the cell effectively "looks" at two dipole layers of op posite spatial orientation. The one facing the electrode corresponding to the portion of the membrane proximal to the elecuode presents its positive, the other on the reverse side of the cell presents its negative side to it [(a) in Fig. 3A ]. The potential across these dipole layers is the membrane potential er. Since, as shown in (b) and (c) in Fig. 3A , the solid angles subtended by these two dipole layers are identical and their surfaces facing the exploring electrodes are of opposite electrical sigt, the two solid angles cancel by algebraic summation: p: -r^ n+ + 3O-, 4n 4n
since *e. and -e^, and O* and O-, respectively, are of equal magnitude in this case.
[ntuitively, one can account for the absence of a measurable extracellular potential in the situation of a quiescent cell having a sizable membrane potential by imagining the currents that would be generated in a volume conductor by two oppositely oriented dipole layers represented by the proximal and the distal portions of the cell membranes depicted in Fig. 3A . Each of these, as shown schematically in (b) and (c) in Fig. 3A by the dashed lines with arrows, would induce currents of equal intensity to flow in opposite directions through the surrounding volume conductor. These currents would therefore cancel each other and thus there would be no measurable potential in the extracellular medium. It is also evident in (a) of Fig. 3A why, immediately upon penetration of a quiescent cell by a microelectrode, a very large potential is measured, since, once inside the cell, the electrode "sees" only the negative side of the dipole layer of the cell membrane. Since the latter surrounds the elecuode on all sides, the solid angle reaches its maximum possible value analogous to 360o of a plane angle.] Itt us now follow Woodbury's (1960) reasoning and apply these principles to an excited cell (Fig. 3B ). In such a cell, one segnent of the membrane has undergone a potential change in the course ofthe generation ofeither a synaptic or an action potential. In the example shown here, it is assumed that the cell sustains an action potential. Since any action or synaptic potential never occupies at a given time the whole extent of A Axialscctionofaclosedcylindrical cell. In (a), two oppositcty pitarizea signenS of thc celt membrane with the same membrane poten6Ji ,"Ut."a *i; sofid ;gle O;i an elcctrodi located a point P. At this point' thc potentid contributed by ,fr" plrir""f ."mbrane is Iii+nJnt, *causc this segnent of thc membranc faces P with its positive side lil,Ltril. n. potential contn'briledui theaistat membrane is (-e.tan)O-'$aY f:jt-"ntof the membrane faces P wit! its n.g",":. tiJu Gl. Since the mcmbrane poiential is thc same-forrhc proximal and the distal membranes, the resultin-g p"""ii"r ", i it zcro [( +err4ft)o t + (-edl4n)n-:9.1' The proximal and distal mcmbrancs, because ;U;;;i;d;ily o;Jntedio oppositc directions, would-produce currents of equal magnitude tlowing in offirit. ait".tio* iftrough the exricellular medium and would thercfore cancel (dashed circular lines with anows). B: Potential meas-ured at P when thc cell shown in A is excited' The leftsided halfofthe cett is quiescent, and its right-sided halfis excitcd and is assumed to sustain an action potential; t.-i.., it" r.mUr"ne pot.ntiJin that seglrent is reverse4 Thc transition bctween the excited and quicscent portion of the cell is assumeJro be abrup-t and steglike. The total solid angte in B (a) is subdivided into three ;;i;;t, o,: o2, and n3, uy *t" iio.s ie -a pg. Thc potential at P contributed by the segment of the cell !"U""aJa ji p"Uy ttre siilia anges O, and O, is zero, since the proximal and distal membrane segtnents "seen" under these angles are iecuiJlly oriinted in opposite directions' However' fl-, subtends.a sm.all segment of the proximal active mcmbrane portion as well as an equally small segrnent of the distal inactive ,riJr*.
p""Ln, Uoth facini Ft"iO ttt"ii n.g.tive sides (extracellular surface of thetembrane of the ac-,i"" pioiir"f -d intracellular"surface of the in-active distal portion of the.membrane)' The potential recorded at P is therefore negative and proportional to fl2. This angle is also subtended by the cross-sectional area AB shown in (b), which repr...nts ih" boundary detween thi active and inactive segmen6 ofthe cell' (Rcproduced with minor modificgtions from Woodbury' 1960') the membrane, we can distinguish between a quiescent segment of the cell membrane ileft half of the cell in (a) of Fig. 3B ] and an acdve segment' in which, in the case of exiitation, the outside of the membrane has become electronegative [right half of the cell depicted in (a) of Fig. 3Bl . We now make the simplifying assumption that the transition beiween the quiescent and the active part of the cell is abrupt, as show in Fig. 3B ' This assumption, atttrough incorrect, represents a permissible approximation of the real situation. As shown in (a) of Fig. 3B , an electrode at P "views" the excited cell under a solid angle that can be divided into three Portions: or, f,lz, and o3. The angles o 1 and f)3 are facing exctusively the "inactive" or the "active" segment of the cell membrane'
respectivelyl Borh Ol and O3 are subtended simultaneously by a proximal and a distal segrnent of the cell membrane with opposite orientation of the dipote layer, and thus the negative and positive components of o1 and o3 cancel each other. consequently,
Portiono2,however,issubtendedbyasegmentoftheactiveregionoftheproximal membrane and by .,rgr.* of the inactiveiegion of the distal membrane. These two segments are dipole layers having the same sPatial orientation: both face the exploring electrode at P with th;;;J;; side and subtend the angle O2' The potential at P will therefor. Ue n.gatiu. "riJptopottional to O2. It is demonstrated in (a) of Fie' 38 that the straight rr. ,.pir"tiig ttt. in""tlu. frornthe active region of the cell also subtends the same angle fi, "ii.ii,"s, if we picture the situation threedimensionally as shown in (b) of Fig. lg, ih;potential at p is proportional tothe solid angle subtended by the cross-section ofthe cell at the level representing the boundary between its active and inactive regions. IfwenowapplythisconcePttothecorticalPyramidalneurondepictedinFig.l,we can, as shown in Fig. e.e" piedict that any notential recorded at any point P in the volume conductor in *ticl't6, neuron is imbedded will be proportional to the solid angle AO subtended "fp Uytft. cross-sectional area of the pyramidal neuron that represents the bouna"ry u"t*"enthe inactive and active segments ofthe cell (Glooret al'' i-*3t. Schematicaily, we can represent an excited pyramidal neuron of the type shown in Fig. f Uv trtJ siiprt tint &"gt"t shown in Fig' 48 ' We again make the assumption that the o-riri-Jn from the-excited to the unexcited segment of the cell is sharpandstep-like,ara.pitttainthe-diagrambythehorizontalsegmentoftheline' which at p subtends,ft. Oili" -gle AO'. ifre potlntiat at P will be proportional to this angle.
Application to Populetions of Cortical Pyramidal Neurons
At this point, it becomes useful to consider some additional features of cortical m! croanatomyandelectrophysiology.Thefirstisthatcorticalpyramidalneuronsare arranged in parallel Jongtia. eai-h other,-each with their apicat dendrites oriented at right angles to the conici surface and their axonal poles facingtowar.d the subcortical white matter. rrr. t.ioiJ is synchronization of pyramidal cell activity. This is the inevitable .onr"qu.n., oi,tt. -"tomical fact that each alferent fiber reaching the cortex,e.g.'asinglethalamocorticalaxonprofuselyramifiesaslt.eltgrsthecortexand probably contacts t."rJ thousand corticat neurons (Sholl, 1956 ; I-andry and Desch€nes,l981;Landryetal.,l982). Thus,eventhedischargeofasingieactionpotential by a single thalamic o.uron would simultaneously induce in all of the cortical cells receiving these terminals the same postsynaptic risponse consisting of EPSPs, which involve the same O."Liti. ,.gtt.nt of eac-tr excitJd cortical neuron' Thus' a whole population of pyramidal nrurJn, localized to a small circumscribed area of cerebral cortex would become excited simultaneously by a single action poaential emitted by a single thalamic neuron, all of these neurons creating simultaneously virually identical dipolar electric.fields with the same orientation. In reality, this population of excited neurons is even t",g,,' b","ose many thalamic neurons within a thalamic nucleus projecting to a given area of cortex, discharge synchronously by virtue of an intrathalamic synchronizing mechanism, whi;h is opeiative at least under some physiological conditions such as, for.;;i;, spindles, and by inference alpha rhythm (Andersen and furdersson, 1968) . ii. ront.quence of thii, therefore, is that in response to a single The potential at any point P in the surrounding volume conducior is proponional to the iolid angleAO lubtended by the cross-sectional area of the neuron separating the excitedfromthcunexcitedsegrnJntofthecell. AsinFig.3B,thetransitionbetweenthesetwosegnentsis assumed to bc abrupt and tt"ilik". At all locations above the zero isopotendal surface (dashed line 0) the potentiat is negativi, be tow iipositive. B: Dagrammatic representation of the situation depicted in A: the steplike solid-line schematically diagrams the ixtracellular potential profile produced by the single *cited pyramidal neuron shown in A Negativity is plotted to the IeR and positivity to the right of the venical dashed iine0. Thehorizontalsegmentofthesolidlinerepresentsthecross-sectionalareaoftheneuronatthelransition between irs excited and its unexcited segment. It is subtended at P by the angle AQ', which is the plane angle homotoguc of the solid angle AO shown in A. C: This diagam shows how the individual small solid anlles of eacli cxcited conical p:yramidat neuron within a population of simultaneou.sly excited neurons of tirii rype stacked alongside each-other within the cortex sum to form a much larger solid angle. Each individual ovramidal neuron is represented diagrammatically as in B. Potentials measurcd in the surrourding .eaium at P-and P* are pioponional tolhe sum EAO:'of all individual solid angles AO;'t An;'+ Anj, +...... AOi'subtended by individual simultaneously excited pyramida,!neurons of which four are rcpi.rint"a in the dgure. The poiariry at P-is negative and at Pt positive. (Based on Gloor et al.. 1963.) synchronized afferent thalamocortical volley thousands of pyramidal neurons stacked aiongside each other within a given cortical area of macroscopic extent simuitaneously go thiough a cycle of excitation during which all their apical dendrites simultaneously b..or" il".rton.gative with regard to their somata lying in deeper cortical layers. These are the features rhat make the application of rhe solid angle concept to volume conductor theory in EEG useful, for if a whole population of pyramidal neurons are simultaneously excited in t}1e manner depicted in Fig. l, then , by applying the model diagrammatically represented in Figs. 4A and B, the situation resulting from this can schematically be depicted as in Fig. 4C : the potential generated by such a synchronously active population of pyramidal neurons when recorded at point P-in the surrounding uotuml conductor represents the sum EAn-'of all the individual small solid (Gloor et al., 1963) . The sum EAO-'of allthe individual small angles becomes a large angle subtended by a large cortical area that is likely to be of macroscopic extent and can be regarded as a macroscopic dipole layer. Near such an area of cortex (Fig. 4C ), a negative potential will be recorded at P-, since this point faces the negative side of the conical dipole layer, and a positive potential will be recorded at P+. From observations made by Abraham and Ajmone-Marsan (1958) and Cooper et al. (1962) , it appears likely that synchronized activity of pyramidal neurons must involve areas of macroscopic extent in order to yield a potential that can be recorded in the scalp EEG. Cooper et al. ( 1965 ) estimated that such an area musr at least measure 6 cmz'
Some Feetures of the EEG Explaincd by the Solid Angle Principle
From these considerations, a few at first glance paradoxical facs pertaining to EEG become easily explainable. First. there is the obvious paradox that the largest porentials generated by neurons, namely action potentials, which exceed synaptic potentials by almost one order of magnitude, are not recorded in the EEG, whereas the much smaller synaptic potentials summate to form EEG waves. The explanation for this paradox is quite simple. It is based on the fact that in order to summate to form a large solid angle, the individual solid angles contributed by individual neuronal elemenrs must coexist in time. This imposes a stricter requirement for synchronization on short than on longer-lasting potentials. The duration of action potentials is very brief, on the order of about I ms, much briefer than that of synaptic potentials, which are at least l0 to 30 times longer in duration. A,n individual action potential is "viewed" by an electrode under a very small solid angle, the one subtended by the cross-section of an axon or of a neuronal soma. Obviously, only a microelectrode exceedingly close to the active neuron or fiber is able to "see" this cross-sectional area at a large enough solid angle to make the action potential recordable. But why do the individual small solid angles generated by synchronized action potentials generated, for example, by neighboring axons in a fiber tract not summate as do the synaptic potentials of pyramidal neurons as depicted in Fig. 4C ? Surely, if the latter are the result of synchronized thalamocortical volleys, the action potentials constituting these volleys should be equally synchronized and hence should summate !o form a large solid angle as they approach the cortex. This would indeed be the case, ifthese action potentials were perfectly synchronized down to a fraction of I ms and thus would coincide or largety overlap in time. Such a stringent requirement for near-perfect synchronization, however, does not apply to synaptic potentials that last for l0 to 30 ms or more. In their case, a lack of perfect synchronization of their generators in the millisecond range could still allow them to overlap in time for most of their duration, leading to a time-coherent potential change over an area large enough to be subtended by a large solid angle. Because ofthe very short duration of action potentials, however, even a slight asynchrony, e.g., a minimal difference in their timing in the millisecond range, would make it impossible for the individual solid angJes of each action potential to coexist or significantty overlap in time. Hence, at no time * ll 338 P. GLOOR could there be an effective summation of the individual solid angles subtended by individual action potentials over a sufliciently large area to form a large macroscopic solid angle of the kind depicted in Fig. 4C , since the summation of AQl + AO2 + Anl ...... + AOo to form EAO depends on the simultaneity of AO1-----+AOo. The same general principle explains why in the EEG an inverse relationship generat ,qtrg EEG are the slowest de[a waves, whereas b
J9ry-g-qt4l-in-eglPlt--;lta Ate 3uy.!gs-1-Pi a@-ut '1 s (500 ms). Is neu.tond geqer4tqrs most li@kelv3f--e-alS-qpy-1e$idelneU-f,oqs (Bal-let al.,1977a\ .@atwhglrpr-oduc,ine*-d*e[a-Weyes*l-Ugh-s9ulo*41 generate membrane potential ch4gees of a duralion pf about 50Qms. Even if such individual neuronal delta wave generators within a relativelv larse cortic;iEAaTE6 out of step with each other, even by as much as about, say 50 ms. there would still remain a period of 400 ms during which the membrane potential chanees oroduced by the individual neuronal generators of delta waves within a relalively large area of cqrtex coincide in time. _&_gs, au.ing tbis time sput lggggg*oplg -s-o-lld-e!gl€! contributed bv each neuronal senerator within this are3*could sun..llgplgdlrse Slalgc. macroscopic solid angle. Hence. a large potential would be recorded in the EE-Q, -Bf gontrast, in the case of beta activity, if we assume that the $rne dggr.Sg-qkgyp9fuo.r1y 9f 50 ms were to prevail among its individual gerlelaton distribute*d o-ygleggrti-cel arJ4o[ similar size, the possibility of summation of the potential contribu{-q$,of-g{ivi{gal-generators would be limited, since 50 ms is alreadv within the ranse of Stdg-a1i9n--of individual beta waves. Since in general the degree of asynchrony should increase with increasing distance of individual generators from each other, and since long duration potentials will tolerate a larger degree ofasynchrony before they cease to show a signi. ficant degree of overlap in time, the possibility of summation of time-coherent potential changes over a large area increases with decreasing frequency. Thus, the inverse relationship between frequency and amplitude of EEG waves becomes a predictable feature when the solid angle concept is applied to the biophysics of EEG.
Finally, the principlesjust enunciated also explain the lack ofany clear-cut relationship between the amplitude of a signal in the cerebral cortex and the amplitude of the corresponding scalp EEG potential (Abraham and Ajmone-Marsan, 1958) . Ratios of cortical versus scalp EEG amplitude of corresponding signals may vary between 58: I and 2: l. Obviously, according to the solid angle principle, the larger the area of cortex sustaining synchronous activity, the smaller this ratio will be, thus making it possible for even relatively small-amplitude cortical potentials to appear in the scalp EEG.
APPLICATION OF THE SOLID ANGLE CONCEPT TO CLINICAL EEG General Principler
The principles enunciated in the preceding section can be summarized as follows: The synchronous activity o[ a population of cortical pyramidal neurons creates conditions under which a cortical area of finite, but macroscopic, extent behaves like a dipole layer similar to that depicted in Fig. 2 , where the upper (pial) surface at one instant in time is negative while the lower (white matter) surface is positive. According to the solid angle principle, the potential measured in a monopolar recording by an elecuode (e.g., P-or P* in Fig. 2 ) at some distance from such a generator is not only proponional to the potential across the dipole la."-er, but more importantly, is also proportional to the solid angle f,l subtended by this layer at the site of the electrode (for the mathematical expression of this relationship, see page 332)' The visual angle being a familiar example of a solid angle, one may thus conceive of an elecUode as "seeing" the dipole laylr under a cerrain angle. It is therefore the apparent and not the real size of the cortical area acting as a dipole layer as "seen" by an electrode that determines the size of the potentiat measured by that electrode in a monopolar recording. Electrodes facing the negative side of such a dipole layer (P-in Fig. 2 ) record negative potentials; those facing the positive side (P+ in Fig. 2 ) record positive potentials.
Generator consisting of Flat Aree of cortex oricntcd in Pardlel to the ScalP
The simplest situation that may be encountered in clinical EEG is that of a generator represented by a flat area ofcortex oriented in parallel to the scalp surface as diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5a , which can be regarded as a view of the cross-section of the dipole layer shown in Fig. 2 . If, in the space surrounding the excited cortical area, one pltts the geometric location of all poins atwhich this area of excited ccrtex is subtended by an angle ofa given, constant size, all these points, according to the solid angle theo-,.1n, .ort be located on the same isoelectric surface of the electrical field. In Fig. 5 , lines representing isoelectric surfaces were drawn, each representing the geometric locus of poina afwhich the area of cortex is subtended by an angle that differs by I 5 " from that represented on the next line: such a 15" difference in angle was assumed to represent a potential difference of l0 pV (for didactic purposes the solid angles are expressed here by plane angle homologues). It is evident from this figure that the electrical field created by such a dipole layer bears a striking similarity to that of a single dipole shown in Fig. l . However, the larger the tangential extent of the dipole layer becomes, the more the shape of the dipole field becomes stretched out tangentially and thus increasingly appears as if flanened from both its positive and negative sides. Figure 6 incorporates the upper part of Fig. 5 and shows the potential profile that would be measured by a string of electrodes arranged on the scalp alongthe straight line labeled S. The numbers along this line indicate the potentials that would be measured in an ideal monopolar (referential) recording at each point at which the corresponding isopotential surfaces intersect the line representing the scalp. By referring to Fig. 5 it becomes evident that a -80 pV signal would be recorded where the scalp is intersected by the isopotential surface representing the geometrical locus of all points at which the it is constituted by only a singJe layer of p,vramidal neurons. This is obviously a Sross ovcnimplification. Such a scheme only applies to the archiconex of thc hippocampus. However, since in the multilayered neoconex pyramidal neurons are all oriented in parallel, rhe fundamenul principles that can be derived from a single-iayered conex such as the hippocampus (Gloor ct al.. 1963 ) still apply at least to the spatiotemporal aveiage ofconical acrivity (Ball et al., I 97?a, D) , which resembles that produced by an idcdized singleJayered c-ortcx of the type schcmarica.tly depicted in Fig. 5 . However, the details of thc "intcrnal ficlds" within the conex are quite complex (Vaughan. I 9?4: Petsche er al., I 984), but thcse complexities are not much re' flected in the "ixternal" fields, which are recorded at some distance from the gencrator and are thc only ones that are the subject of this rcvicw. " from rhit represented on the next line. This I 5 " differencc is assumed to represent a potential diference of l0 ,uV. The field creared by such a dipole layer is similar to that of a single dipole, although it is stretched out in the tangential direction.
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FtG. 6. Potential distributior: along a line S on the scalp created by the ponion at cortex shown in Fig. 5 ' which is assumed to be oriented in parallel to the surface ofrhe scalp. The bell-shaped curve in the lower pan of the figure plots the potential disrribution along S. This distribution resembles that produced by a dipole orienredorthogonally with respect to the scalp surface: so-called "vertical dipole." (Note rhat this diagram does not take into aclount rhc distonion the field would normally undergo as a consequence ofthe elearical inhomogeneities of the tissues exisring in the real situation: see pages 348-349 in the tert.)
generator is subtended by an angle of 120'. A signal of -20 pV would be measured at points at which the scalp is intersected by the surface representing the 30o angles, and so on. The resulting potential profile along line S on the scalp plotted on the graph below the figure is a bell-shaped curve and shows that the largest potential would be recorded by an electrode facing the midportion of the flat cortical generator oriented in parallel to the scalp surface. However, the figure also shows that electrodes not directly overlying thegeneratorstillpickupsmallerpotentials,e.g., -20pY and-10;rvatthe"30o"and " I 5o" isopotential-scalp intersections. FlG. 7. Potential distribution along line S on the scalp created by the synchronous activation of a curved ponion of coner that occupies the crown of a gyrus and its two sides forming the proximal walls of the wo adjacent sulci. At P I, the potential depends only on the solid angle Ol, sincc at this point an electrodc "sees" only a ponion of the rrgative side of the dipole layer. fu P2, an elcctrode "sees" the negative side of the portion of the dipolc layer occupying the crown of the gyrus and the wall of the proximal sulcus under thc anglc Of; however, it also "sees" under the smal[cr angle fl] the positive sidc ofthe ponion ofthc dipole layer located in the wall ofthe distd sulcus. The potentid at P2 is therefore smaller than would be expected if only Ol were the anglc detcrmining thc size of the potcntial at P2 and is proponional to the effective solid anglc fl.r which equals thc diflerence bctween Ol and Ol, the polarity being negative, since O; > Oi. As is the case for a flat area of cortex oriented in parallel to the scalp the potential profile is bel[-shaped. (Taken in part from Gloor, 1975.) Convoluted Gencrators
Fields created by flat cortical generalors oriented in parallel to the surface ofthe scalp are probably the exception rather than the rule among those encountered in EEG. The cerebral cortex is a highly convoluted structure containing, strictly speaking, no flat surfaces at all. We therefore must consider how the convoluted pattern of the brain affects the electrical fields created on the scalp by generators occupying the curvd surfaces ofthe gyri and sulci ofthe cerebral cortex. Ifa generator ofsynchronized activity occupies only the crown of a gyrus on the convexity of the brain, the field is essentially that shown in Fig. 6 . Such a patch of cortex, for practical purposes, can be considered to be flat and oriented in parallel to the scalp surfaceIf, however, the generator surface on the crown of such a gyrus extends into the proximal walls of the sulci flanking it on each side, the situation portrayed in Fig. 7 arises. On the scalp, at electrode P I located over the crown of the gyrus, the solid angle Ol su!' tended by the curved generator surface is relatively small in comparison to the total size of the generator surface, since the electrode only "sees" the negative side of the portion of the generator that occupies the crown of the gyrus. It does not "see" those portions of the generator that form the proximal walls of the two sulci flanking the gyrus, because it "looks" at them "edge-on," i.e., at Pl the walls of the sulci Subtend a solid angle measuring for pracrical purposes zero. The potential at P I is thus proportional to the size of OJ and is negative in sigr. The situation is different at electrode position P2. Here a larger portion of the negative surface of the curved dipolar layer is "visible." Both the crown of the gyrus and its adjacent portion, which forms the wall of the sulcus proximal to P2, are subtended at this point by the solid angle OJ. However, the potential at P2 is not proportional to the size of OJ, but considerably smaller. The reason for this is that CLrq6=C-l-(\i APPLICATION OF VOLUME CONDUCTOR THEORY TO EEG 343 the electrode also "sees" the positive side of the segment of the curved dipole layer that lies in the wall of the sulcus distant to electrode P2. This segment is subtended at P2 by the solid angle Oj. Since the two dipole layers subtended by the angle Ol and Oj present to electrode P2 surfaces ofopposite electrical sign, the resultant effective angle at P2 is quite small and corresponds to the difference between these two angles ( f,)2 17: O; -Oj), i.e., the contributions of the potentials generated by the nro walls flanking the gyrus to that measured at P2 partially canceleach other.s The potential at P2 is negative since Ot > Oi. For an electrode placed on the left-hand side of Pl in Fig. 7 , the situation would be the same. Along a straight line S on the scalp, the potential profile wouldbeabell-shapedcurveasdepictedatthetopofFig.T. Thisisasimilarprofileto that engendered by a flat cortical generatororiented in parallel to the scalp surface as shown in Fig. 6 , although that produced by a curved area of cortex as in Fig. 7 is narrower at its "waist" than it would be if the generator did not extend into the neighboring sulci. The curvature ofa generator surface can thus markedly influence the potential profile recorded on the scalp (Jami et al., 1968) . Ifone were to increase the curvature of the gyrus depicted in Fig. 7 in such a way that the two sulci would curve further inward toward each other at their bottom, thus progressively narrowing the "stalk" of the gyrus, then even the potential recorded at Pl would become increasingly smaller, as the inner, positive sides of the sulci would also become "visible" from Pl and the angJes under which they are seen would have to be subtracted from Ol. In the extreme hypothetical case of total closure of the generator on itself, converting it from a "gyrus" to a "sphere," the surface monopolar potential anywhere outside this "sphere" would vanish, while a "transcortical" recording would still measure the potential across the dipole layer (Jami et al., 1968; Klee and Rall, 1977) . On the scalp along a line where the potential profile assumes the bell-shaped curve shown in Figs. 6 and7, only the magnitude of the potential changes with distance, but not the electrical sign. Since the polarity anywhere on the scalp in such a situation is either negative or positive, such fields resemble those that would be generated by a single dipole oriented with its axis at a right angle to the scalp surface. Such fields are therefore often referred to as those of a "vertical dipole." This is a useful shorthand term, but it must be remembered that the dipole creating such a field is a fiction and that in reality the field is generated by a dipole layer, either of the type depicted in Fig. 6 or that shown in Fig. 7 . The configuration of most potential fields encountered in clinical EEG conform to that of a "vertical dipole." Figure 8 shows how in a monopolar (referential) and in a bipolar recording taken on the scalp with equally spaced electrodes placed along line S of Fig. 6 or 7 the sigrals resulting from such a bell-shaped potential distribution would appear in an EEG record. ln a monopolar (referential) recording, 5It is often not understood why only the solid angle subtended by the posirivc side ofthe disunt wall ofthe sulcusmuslbcsubtraaedfromOi andnotalsothatofthepositivesideofrheproximalwall. Thiswould obviousl3r be inadmissible, since the potential at a panicular site is a function ofthe distance and orientation ofthedipolelayerwithregardtothatsite. Apointonthenegativesideofadipolclayercanonlybcatanegative and not also simultaneously at a positive potential. One musr also remember the principle depicted in (b) and (c) of Fig. 3A . that currents induced by a given dipolc layer at a panicular point in thc volumc conducror flow in one direaion only. When two parallel dipole layers that are electricaliy polarizcd in opposite directions arc present. as is the case for the quiesccnt ncuron depicted in Fig. 3A and for rhc two waili ofthe sulci flanking a gyrus as shown in Fig. 7 , the currents generated by the two oppositcly polarizcd layers canccl. be. cause each causes current o flow in a direction opposite to that induced by the othcr. the signals are all of the same polarity, and the amplitude of the signal at each electrode is proportional to the height of the curve at each electrde position provided the reference potential is zero. If the electrodes are linked in a straight, unbroken bipolar chain, the amplitude of the signal in each channel connected to a pair of neighboring elecuodes is proportional to the differences between the potentials appearing in a monopolar recording at each of the electrodes of the bilpolar pair as shown in Fig. 8 . (This value is proportional to rhe difference between the two solid angles subtended by the cortical generator surface at the two electrodes of the bipolar chain.) Furthermore, a phase reversal appears between the two channels sharing as the common electrode that located closest to the position corresponding to the peak ofthe bell-shaped curve (electrode 3 in Fig. 8 ).
Generator Occupying the Wall of a Sulcus
The situation is different from that depicted above if the cortical generator occupies one wall of a sulcus oriented orthogonally to the scalp surface. The potential field distribution on the scalp created by such a generator is as portrayed in Fig. 9 . Elecrodes Pl and P2 face the negative side of the generator surface that is oriented at a right angle to the scalp surface. The negative surface of the generator is subtendea by itre soiia angJes Ol and QJ at Pl and P2, respectively, and the signals there are proportional ro the sizes ofthese angles and ofnegative potarity. Conversely, electrodes ai p4 and p5 "see" the positive side of the generator, t}re corresponding solid angJes being oiand o!.
Potentials of positive sign and of a magnitude proponional to the sizes oitheie angles will thus be recorded at these two electrode positions. Eiectrode P3 "looks" at the vertically oriented generator surface "edge-on." Its positive as welt as its negative sides subtend a solid angle that is virtually zero (Oa : O) and thus no potential is recorded at P3, in spite of the fact that this is the electrode closest to the generator.
The potential distribution on the scalp resulting from the situation shown in Fig. 9 resembles that which would be generated by a dipole with its axis oriented in parallel to the scalp surface. Such a field is therefore oft.en referred to as that of a "horizontal dipole." Again, the fictional aspect of this terminology must be kept in mind. Along a straight line on the scalp, such a "horizontal dipole" creates a potential profile "t pi.-sented by the curve at the top of Fig. 9 . It has two peaks, one negative, the other positive. Fields generated by "horizontal dipoles" are less common in scalp EEGihan those generated by "vertical dipoles." However, this may be in part more apparent than real, for frequently the "horizontal dipolar" configuration ofa field is overlooked by the interpreter. If one were to record in a monopolar fashion from the electrodes pl to P5 in Fig. 9 , the signals at Pl and P2 would be phase-reversed with respect to those appearingatP4andP5,whilenosigralwouldberecordedatp3 (Fig.g,lowerpart) . In an unbroken chain of bipolar recordings linking all electrodes between Pl and -P5. iwophase reversals ofopposite orientation would appear, one at p2 and the other at p4, whereas the largest sigral would be recorded in the two channels linting electrode p2-P3 and P3-P4, respectively (Fig. 9,lowerpart) . Thus, the "ppe"r"ncr oia single phase reversal in a monopolar scalp EEG recording and of two phase reversals of opposite electrical sign in a straight-lined unbroken bipolar scalp EEG recording are ind.icative of a generator behaving as a "horizontal dipole," which presumably is tocated within one wall of a cortical sulcus. If a careful analysis of such a field configuration is not made, the record may erroneously be interpreted as indicating the presence of two separate generators, and the infened localization of these generators would be incorrecr, especially since the locations of the positive and negative maxima may be far apart from each other and the amplitude in monopolar recordings will be lowest at the electrode closest to the generator. In recordings along a straight line, the field configuration ofa "horizontal dipole" indicates that, in a bipolar recording, the generator is located halfuay between the two phase reversals or halfway between the two electrodes of a monopolar (referential) chain between which the phase reversal occurs. Thar such " g.nri"to1. most likely occupies the wall of a sulcus is demonstrated by the example taken from an electrocorticogram shown in Fig. 10 . In this bipolar recording, epileptiform spikes display two phase reversals ofopposite electrical sign at electrodes B and C, and indeed a sulcus was found to run transversely across the first temporal convolution between these two electrodes. It was assumed that the spikes were glnerated by cortex forming one of the walls of this sulcus. Potential distribution along a line on the scalp created by the syn-chronous activation of an area of conex occupying on. ,r"tt oii*rcu". if ..ttoa.s placid at pointsPl anb-P2 "see" only the negative side of the dipole layer corresponOi"g t in" piJ t"rfacc. oithecortei ofthe wall ofthe sulcus that has been activated' ii, rii"ii.if t .,i."-r-ur.a "t pi .Jpi are negative and proponional to.Ol and nl. Etecuodes at P4 and P5 .'see" only the positive side oitil aip"f" i"V.i.ottesponding-to thc whitc matter surface oflhe sulcal cortex' ff,. p"i.ri,i"ii lrp4 and p5 "r. poriil". ani p-portion"l.to hi and Oi. An elecuode strategically placed at P3 would record no pot.nti"tl ri'n". i,';f*ft" "i,hedipole layir "edgion"'the solid angle subtended at this point being zero. ns snorrn oiitre iop of tne ngure. the potential distribution along a straight line on the scalp would rise ro a negatiue peak;;;;l;ft "i;h. i.n.r"toi, f"ll,o zerojust above the generator' revene polarity andfhenrisetoaposirivep."f.oniatrightsidi. Asshowrinthetwocolumnsinthelowerpanofthefigure' the potentials in " *onopor"rliJoioittgii"n .orutn) would be phase reversed between the left andthe right of p3. while two phase reversals ofopposite electrical sign would appear in a bipolar recording consisting of an unbroken chain of electrodes-fr-o"t!ii. ps (right colu-mn), with i'"negative" phase reversal appearing at P2 and a "posirive" one at P4. The field distribuiion on the scalp in this situation resembles that produced by a ,i"gf. iip"f. oriented in p"taii"t to the scalp surface: so-called "horizonul dipole"' between c4 and P4). Maximum negativity was recorded at P3 and T5 and maximum positivity at F3 . ln the bipolar recording over the left hemisphere, there are two phase ieuersals of opposite electrical sign: that of positive polarity at F3 and that of negative polarityatP3. TheprohlesofthepotentialalongthechainofelectrodesfromFpItoOI verysimilartothatofFig.9andconformstothatofa"horizontaldipole." Theconfiguration of the field on the scalp shown in this figure suggests ihe presence of a vertically oriented generator located in the cortex of the central fissure. Whether it occupies the anterior or posterior wall of this hssure is impossible to deduce from this field configuration. However, since surface-negative sigrals are more common in EEG than surface-positive ones, one may conjecture that the generator is located on the anterior wall of the central fissure.
If a generator were to occupy both walls of a Sulcus, no signal would be recorded on the scalp, because all elecuodes on either side of the sulcus would simultaneously see i.*ial"gr rft"*n in this figure are plotted. They,show maximum positivity at F3 and maximum negativity at iij. Th;?;;"tentiat pro-fit"s '"ere not obtained concurrently. The electrica-l freld on the scalp representing thissharpwaveisshownatthetopcenterofthefigure. Itconformstothatofa"horizontaldipole"andsuggests that the sharp wave *as generated by corteioccupying one of the walls (probably the anterior one) of the central fissure.
under an approximately identical solid angle the positive side of the dipole layer forming one wail of the sulcus and the negative side of the dipole layer forming the other wall. AI an electrode immediately above the sulcus, the generator surface would subtend a solid angle close to zero (Gloor, 1975; see Fig' lC) '
Influence of Electrical lnhomogeneities
Up to now we have assumed that the generators of EEG sigrals were located in an electrically homogeneous medium of infinite extent. This is obviously incorrect. There "r. " nurnLur of electrical inhomogeneities interposed between the cortical generators and the electrodes on the scalp that affect the potential distribution on the scalp generated by intracranial sources (Rush and Driscoll, 1968; Vaugh an,1914; Nunez, l98l; l,opes da Silva and van Rotterdam, 1982) . The most obvious inhomogeneity is that represented by the boundary between the scalp and the surrounding air, which is an almost perfect dielectric. Obviously, currents generated by an intracranial source cannot p"r, through the surrounding air and are therefore deflected from what their course in a conductin! medium would normally be. They are increasingly more deflected the APPLICATI1I,I oF V1LUME C?NDUCT)R THE}RY To EEG 349 closer they approach fhe boundary between scalP and air, and thus the current density near this boundary line increases considerably. This leads to a distortion of the electrical field, which tlreoretically has the effect of increasing the potential differences measured on the scalp over what they would be if air were a conducting medium and thus would steepen thi slope of the bell-shaped curve shown in Figs.6 and 7. The scalp-air interface, ho*.u.r, is not the only boundary between media of different electrical properties. othersarethecerebrospinalfluid(csF)coveringthecortexwithaconductivity about four times that of underlying brain tissue, followed by the skull with a conductiviry of about I /80th tlat of brain, assuming a thickness of 0.75 cm, and finally the scalp and subcutaneous tissues with a conductivity roughly comparable to that of brain (Nunez, l98l ) . Surrounding a sphere containing a dipole with a shell of either higher (e'g', CSF) or oilower (e.g., skutl) conductivity reduces the potential recorded from the outer surface (scalp) (Geller and Gerstein, l96l). The major inhomogeneity among the tissues surrounding the brain is the skull. Because of its poor conductivity' it inhibits current flow to the scalp. For a single vertically oriented dipole (not a dipole layer) .tot" to the scalp surfate, it has been estimated that the potential at the scalp right ..above" the dipole would be reduced to one-seventh to one+ighth of the value to be expected in a homogeneous medium, but' as one moves laterally from this position on the scalp, the potential becomes larger than would be expected (Nunez, l98l )' The bell-shaped curve on the scalp would thus be flattened in its midportion and broadened on its siies, the so-called "smearing" effect of skull and scalp (Geisler and Gerstein, 196 I ; Henderson et at., 1975; Nunez, l98l ) . It is much more diffrcult to make simple predictions regarding the distortions ofthe field in the case ofdipole layers as opPosed to ,ing. aipotrtl Iflu.t depends orr their size, configuration (degree of convolution), distance from the scalp, and orientation. It can be assumed, however, that the "smearing effect" ofskull and scalp would be reduced for generators ofthe kind Porgayed in Fig'  ? , in which the generator surface extends from the crown of the gyrus into the proximal walls of the adjacent sulci. The distortions introduced by these inhomogeneities can be likened to tht effect produced by curved mirrors: they do affect some quantitative aspects but do not fu;damentally alter the qualitative aspects of the picture' In any rijorous quantitative study, these distortions, however, must be taken into account. A detailed tuantitative treatment of this problem is presented in Nunez' monogaph (1981) .
DISCUSSION
The approach to the analysis of volume conductor principles in EEG based on the solid angle concept as presented in this review is a useful tool for weaning the electroencephalographer fiom simplistic views of corticat electrogenesis that sometimes ignore even the simplest fundamental principles of volume conductor theory. It allows one to visualize the generators of EEG waves as dipole layers conesponding to segments of the cerebral cortex that can be viewed quite realistically as conforming to the major and familiar features of macroscopic brain anatomy. Modeling the sources of EEG potentials as single point-like dipoles does not lead to such realistic concepts. The reason why, in spite oflnis, the single dipole model has remained attactive is that, based on first principles of electrical field theory, it allows one to compute from the held configuration P. GLOOR on the scalp the location of a hypothetical virnral single dipole in the brain that could account for the recorded scalp potential (Brazier, 1949; Geisler and Gerstein, t96l; Schneider, 1972; Smith et al., 1973; Hendenon et ar., 1975; Nunez, l gg l ) . such computations, however, are bound to yield anatomically and physiologically erroneous results (Geisler and Gerstein, l96l; Jami et al., 1968; Henderson .i al., t975; Kell and Rall, 1977) . In one instance, for example, such computations derived from epileptic discharges recorded in a scalp EEG have led to a presumptive localization of a single dipole source in the region of the centrum semiovale (Schneider, lg7z),which physio. logically makes no sense. Generally, one can say that the targer the cortical generator, the more the hypothetical current dipole assumed to be responsible for the field on the scalp is displaced deep into the brain (Magnus, 196l; schneider and Gerin, l9T0; Schneider, 1972; Henderson et al., 1975) . The reason forthis is that frelds created by dipole layers produce a tangential profile on the scalp, which resembles that created by a hypothetical single dipole located deep within the brain substance (Brazier, 1949; Geisler and Gerstein,l96t; vaughan, 1974) . The caveat against modeling EEG generators as single dipoles applies not only to the traditional EEG but also to evoked potentials (vaughan, 1969) and to the MEG. Modeling the magnetic field based on the assumption that the held corresponding to an identifiable signal recorded in the MEG can be reduced to one generated by a single point-like currint dipole is fraught with difficulties similar to those inherent in modeling electrical fields based on this assumption. The two methds, however, may be complementary in some respects, since MEG is particularly adept at identifuing "horizontal dipoles," while EEGis better at detecting "vertical dipoles" (Cohen and Cuffin, 1983) .
The solid angle concept applied to EEG makes it virtually certain that all sigrals recorded in the standard scalp EEG are generated in the cerebral cortex. Only this structure has the anatomical and physiological organization capable of producinglarge dipole layers, a prerequisite for making potentials recordable in a standard scAp f f 6. To produce a recordable EEG potential on the scalp, a dipole layer in the depth of the brain, say, for example, in the thalamus, wourd have to occupran enormously large surface oriented in parallel to the scalp, which is obviously anaiomically impossible, or it,would have to produce an enonnously large potential across the dipole layer [about 10,000 trrv, according to Nunez ( I 98 I )1, which is physiologically impossible. The fact that thdamic neurons are not structured and anayed like pyramidal neurons of the cerebral cortex, but are multipolar, makes it a piori unlikely that thalamic activity, even when synchronized, could produce "open fields" similar to the type encountered in the cortex (l,orente de N6, 1947; Rall, 1962; vaughan, 1969, lggi; Klee and Rall, 1977) . Any sigrrals reflecting small "open field" components of thalamic generators, if at all present, would be so small that they would be masked by the much larger-amplitude sigrrals of cortical origin.
Computer averaging, however, can improve the sigral-to-noise ratio suffrciently to render signals recordable that normally are submerged in the ongoing EEG activity. Th. widely used technique of sensory evoked potential record.ing is based on this principle. The fact that a signal can only be extracted from the EEG bv averaging indicates that either the solid angle subtended by its generator at the site of recording is very small or that the potential across a hypothetical large dipole layer acting as its generator is very low. ln the situation commonly encountered in evoked potential studiei, it is the fint of f. CIin NeurophvsioL, Vot.2, No.4, I9E5 APPLICATION OF VOLUME CONDUCTOR THEORY TO EEG 351 these factors that usually prevents the recording of the signal in the surface scalp EEG. The solid angle in these cases is small, either because the generator in the cortical sensory area occupies only a small area of cortex or because the generator is very remote from the surface of the scalp (e.g., in the case of brainstem auditory or short latency somatosensory evoked potentials). Such potentials not appearing in the unaveraged EEG can more successfirlly be modeled by assuming that they are produced by a single dipole than signals recorded in the standard EEG, because in this special case a single dipole represents a reasonably accurate approximation of the real situation, owing to the smallness of the generator surface.
Some of the conditions encountered in intracerebral depth electrode recordings are also better understood when viewed in the light of the solid angle concept (Gloor, I 984 ) . In contrast to recording conditions on the scalp, intracerebral electrodes can be in direct contact with or in very close proximity to some generators, while remainingjust as remote as scalp electrodes are from others. An intracerebral electrode in direct contact with even a very small generator, especially if its surface is curved and presents its concave side to the electrode, will "see" this surface under a very large solid angle, much larger than any that can be subtended on the scalp by any generator in the brain. More disUnt generators that, however, are not necessarily very remote from the electrode are subtended by solid angles of similar size to those encountered on the scalp. They thus yield a much smaller potential that may be missed in intracerebral depth electrode recordings, because the gains have to be considerably reduced to make it possible to record in an undistorted fashion the activity of generators that, owing to their close proximity to some electrodes, produce very large potentials. It is not within the scope of this review to go into this problem in more detail (see Gloor, 1984) , but it is useful to remind oneself that intracerebral recordings with depth electrodes suffer from some degree oftunnel vision, although what they see through the tunnel is very distinct and precise.
A hnal important comment should be made. Modeling EEG generators as curved dipole layers corresponding to segments of the convoluted cerebral cortex, while conceF tually attractive, highlights a major difliculty inherent in identifying the true location and extent of neuronal generators of given EEG signals. By proceedhg, "s in this review, namely by starting from an assumed anatomical generator, it is easy to predict what configuration a field created by such a generator would have on the scalp and hence to deduce theoretically how the corresponding electrical signal would appear in either a monopolar (referential) or bipolar scalp EEG recording. As electroencephalographers, however, we are called upon to perform the reverse task: starting from a given scalp configuration, we are to infer the location and orientation of the cortical generator. For theoretical reasons, this inverse problem is only soluble for single-current dipoles and not for distributed sources, such as dipole layers (Gabor and Nelson, 1954; Schneider,1972 :' Vaughan, 1969 ,1974 Klee and Rall, l9??; Nunez, I 98 I ) . A given distribution of potential on the scalp can thus be engendered by more than one hypothetical source. The number of alternatives, however, is not unlimited, and if one takes into consideration some constraints imposed by brain anatomy and physiology, some theoretically possible solutions can be eliminated as being incompatible with analomical and physiological facs even though some uncertaintils may still remain. vaughan (1969, 1974) has shown that such an approach is very successful P. GLOOR when applied to identifying the neuronal sources of evoked potentials. The main advantage of the solid angle approach to volume conductor theory in EEG, however, is that it provides a sufficiently realistic concept of cerebral electrogenesis, which makes it possible to take into account physiological and anatomical realities pertaining to the brain, as well as the everyday realities encountered by the clinical electroencephalographer in his reading of EEG records. EEG waves, when viewed in this perspective, no longer remain somewhat disembodied signals about which only crudely empirical conclusions can be reached concerning their relationship to brain structure and function.
CONCLUSIONS
The main generators of the potential changes constituting the EEG are cortical pyramidal neurons. When activated synchronously within a cortical area of finite and macroscopic extent they create dipole layers that are coextensive with the area olcortex containing the synchronously active population of pyramidal neurons. By applying the solid angle theorem of volume conductor theory, it can be shown how the dipole helds of individual singie pyramidal neurons within such a synchronously active population summate to create the large macroscopic helds on the scalp, which can be detected by standard EEG recording techniques.
These large fields can be regarded as cortical dipole layen that, because ofthe convolutional pattem of the brain, may assume a variety of complex shapes. At each point of measurement, the potential is proportional to the solid angle subtended by the cortical dipole layer as "seen" from an electrode at that point. This helps to understand how the often intricate geometry of cortical dipole layers translates iself into patterns of potential disuibutions on the scalp surface.
Examples are presented of fields created on the scalp by cortical generators encompassing the crown of a gyrus, an entire gyrus including in addition to its crown the proximal walls of the two adjacent sulci, or one wall of a sulcus oriented orthogonally to the scalp surface. The way such fields express themselves in monopolar (referential) and bipolar scalp EEG recordings are illustrated.
The solid angle principle makes it possible to go beyond pure empiricism in EEG localization and to relate with a fair approximation the pattern of distribution of electrical signals recorded on the scalp to well-known underlying macroscopic anatomical features ofthe brain. It therefore provides arational basis forprinciples oflocalization in clinical EEG.
